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       MAIN CHARACTERS(Alphabetical order):

AKSHAY RAGHAVAN
GAURAV KUMAR 
KRITI RAI 
VARUN RAWAL 
ZOYA ANWAR QURESHI

(*Reference characters : ADITI 
RAGHAVAN(Akshay's sister) & MAYA 
RAO  AGDEKAR(Aditi's friend )

DISCLAIMER :
Ragging is a serious offence under  
indian penal code of section 10 and 
23 . It is a punishable offence which 
will lead upto.2-3 years of rigorous 
imprisonment and imposed fine of ₹3-5 
lakhs. Please do not imitate in 
public places , colleges ,homes , 
offices etc.

               THE COUNTER BLOW 

               Director : NYD

      Story.Screenplay.Dialogues 
           �  MACK SEQUEIRA  �

INT.AKSHAY RAGHAVAN'S FARMHOUSE -NIGHT 
We see that the interiors are decorated beautifully and its 
quite elegant to see. Yes it is Akshay's 18th birthday.  
Akshay is busy looking at his watch waiting for his friends 
to arrive at his place. Hes quite excited.

(Door bell rings). The sound quirks like TRRRR.... 
Akshay opens the door  
Here we see Akshay's friends at the door : KRITI RAI ,VARUN 
RAWAL & ZOYA QURESHI.

Kriti hugs and lands her arms on Akshay's shoulders. 
       KRITI (Excited) 
Happy birthday Baby ! Finally u have turned 18  my cutiepie 
! 
AKSHAY (Smiles) 
Thank you so much Kriti !!Love you darling!!

VARUN
Janam din mubarak ho mere bhai.Phir 
kaisa chal raha life aaj kal

AKSHAY
Zindagi kaise chal thi  hai vaise hi 
chal rahi hai. (laughing) aur abhi 
mera athaara saal (18 )chal raha hai
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ZOYA (SMILES)
hey happy bday Akshay !! love you 
buddy!!aaj kya special hai

AKSHAY
Umm.. Swiggy se order Chicken fried 
rice aur Chicken Alfam order kiya- 16 
Pieces.

KRITI
wow baby its my favourite !!

AKSHAY
I Know
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Akshay goes the bar and makes some cocktail for his friends 
. 
Meanwhile in the hall Varun gets a call from his classmate 
Arun. 
ARUN : Bhai mein nahi aa sakta.. meri jage pe Gaurav aayega 
VARUN : Gaurav kaun ?.. 
ARUN : Arre vo chashma dal tha hai na.. bandar jaisi shakal 
hai uski . 
VARUN : Acha samajgaya .Gaurav kumar na.. us ko bhi 
bulalenge .. maza aajyega 
Varun hangs up the phone . 
 Varun announces and catches upon everyones attention. 
VARUN : Suno guys.. humare iss party mein ek bandar aa raha 
hai. Guess karo kaun hai 
KRITI : Is it not gaurav jo chashma daal tha hai aur lomdi 
(fox) jaisi shakal hai uski 
Akshay pumps in conversation 
AKSHAY : O TERI!! Kai sangtuve Varun(Marathi) ..Gaurav aa 
raha hai.. are yaar tab toh maza bi ajayega aane do us 
bandar ko. Aisi ragging karenge na ki aadmi se bandar ki 
ghum tha phirega  
Akshay then points out to Kriti to call Gaurav . 
Kriti calls Gaurav .Gaurav picks the phone. 
KRITI : hi gaurav 
GAURAV : Hi kriti (blushes).how are you? 
KRITI :Im fine brother!Aj Akshay ka birthday hai..tum aa 
rahe ho ki nahi..main bhi idhar hoon  
(Gaurav blushes even more and accepts the invitation) 
Gaurav keeps the phone in his pocket 
CUT TO INT.FARMHOUSE 
AKSHAY : Bandar aa raha hai aa. To aur bhi friends ko bulate 
hain ..maza aajayega..it will double the fun of the party ! 
Cheers  
(Everyone says cheers and lifts their wine  glasses in high 
spirits ) 
(DOOR BELL CRINKS) 
More guests arrive at the party and Akshay welcomes his 
friends  
AKSHAY : Aap sab log apna tashreef rakhiye sofe par  
Zoya pour wine into the rims of their glasses . 
Everyone are merry and sing the HAPPY BIRTHDAY SONG  
dedicated to Akshay. 
(Door bell crings again) 
Varun goes and unlocks the door . 
Here comes Gaurav . Gaurav is dresses in a simple brown 
checked shirt and black pant . 
Gaurav wishes Akshay a happy birthday .Akshay greets him 
back saying Thank you with a cunning smile  
Gaurav moves forward to sit on the sofa but Kriti standing 
beside him forwards her leg which tangles path of Gaurav and 
he trips down. Gaurav s head hits the edge of the teepoy . 
Blood oozes out a little but no seems to care. ALL start 
laughing at Gauravs fall. 
Akshay asks Gaurav to dance on a song 
GAURAV : Mujhe dance vance nahi atha 
Akshay ( smirkes in) : maine suna hai insan ke alawa bandar 
bhi apna bandariya nach racha sakte hai. 
The guests screach forcing Gaurav to dance . 
Kriti plays the song SHEILA KI JAWANI on her music player 
Gaurav is hurt and a deep guilt is shown on his face. He has 
no other fucking choice. 
Gaurav dances in extreme shame and Akshay and party laugh at 
him without any mercy . 
Some one from the guest frames a dare to gaurav implicating 
that he has to say I LOVE YOU  to any one the girl present 
in the party. 

f l i k d d hi i lik



Gaurav feels it very awkward and his expressions seems like 
some one has kicked his balls very hard . Gaurav gains some 
courage and goes near Kriti. 
Gaurav : I LOVE YOU  kriti  
Kriti (seemingly foxy expression) lands a thward (slap) on 
his left cheek and gaurav thrumps to the ground speechless 
and numb. 
KRITI : Buzz away you Shit head!!.Bloody pig  
Akshay laughs loudly and his friends repeat it in the same 
rhythm. 
We see Gaurav's glasses are broken and his eyes are soar red 
including his cheeks . 
They make Gaurav to sit on the floor and give him Chicken 
Alfam left overs (bones) to eat . He is treated like a dog. 
People pass sleazy and derogatory comments on him . 
English music is played (THUNDER- IMAGINE DRAGONS) in the 
background . 
All of a sudden Akshay gets a call from unknown number  
Akshay picks up the call 
AKSHAY : Arre volume thoda kam kar.. im on a fucking call !! 
AKSHAY : Hello may i know who is this 
UNKNOWN GIRL : Hello is this AKSHAY RAGHAVAN . Are you 
Aditis brother?? 
AKSHAY :Yes.. how do u know me ? 
UNKNOWN GIRL: I dont wanna waste time by introducing .my 
name is MAYA AGDEKAR.Im aditis best friend. Your sister had 
consumed excessive sleeping pills.  (Tear droplets are 
flowing from Mayas eyes) aditi CLINICAL DEPRESSION main 
chali gayi thi kyunki uske hostel mein kuch besharam 
ladkiyon ke uski ragging ki thi. Usko bardaash nahi hua toh 
yeh behuda kam karne gayi . I dont know how to 
expalin(cries)
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(Akshay gets stunned and his starts stammering as his sister 
has consumed sleeping pills) 
AKSHAY : Kya meri behn ab theek hai

MAYA : Filhal toh theek hai .. maine jaldi DR.DEXTER 
FERNANDEZ ko bulaya tha ..abhi sab checking karne ke bad sab 
kuch theek hai. She us fine  .sirf ye call karne ke liye 
bulaya tha. Shes at my house . If you wanna come you can so 
, Akshay.

AKSHAY  (relieved): thank you so much Maya !! Ill be there 
in 10 mins. 
Akshay understands the consequece of ragging .he goes and 
tells everyone to vacate the farmhouse except his best 
friends. 
Akshay goes near Gaurav and hugs him 
AKSHAY : Sorry brother for i have hurt you ! Hum tumhe itne 
dino se bandar kheke bula rahe the .. kabhi socha na tha ki 
hum sab itne gir jayenge ki ek insan ko humne insan ki tarah 
pesh nahi kiya. 
Akshay fold hands and says : Maaf kar sakte ho toh maaf 
kardo kyun main maafi ke kaabil nahi hoon. Dosti ke nate ek 
thappad gal pe ban tha hai 
GAURAV : dushman ko thappad mara nahi jatha.. par ye main 
zaroor mantha hoon ki ek dushman ko dosti ke manzil par 
zaroor la sakte hai. 
Akshay hugs him and rest of his friends say and him and 
vacate the farm house

Gaurav goes back home walking  in solitude. 
Akshay gives him lift in his Bike and offers him to drop him 
home 

AKSHAY : Janab bike pe chado .. drop kar deta hoon dost

Gaurav smiles and agrees. 
Gaurav hops on and Akshay rides  the bike away !!

           END CREDITS APPEARS ON THE BLACK SCREEN !!!!!! 

CONCEPT & WRITTEN BY
✝  Mack Sequeira ✝

EXT.FARMHOUSE - DARK STREET


